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c structure directing agents to
guide the synthesis of zeolites for the separation of
ethylene–ethane mixtures†

Frits Daeyaertab and Michael W. Deem *ac

Industrial production of ethylene entails a costly separation from the ethane by-product, and this separation

is the dominant consumer of energy in the process. Zeolites have been proposed as a next generation

material for this separation process, and a molecular screen of all known zeolites has revealed several

promising candidate materials. None of the identified materials has yet been synthesized in the all-silica

form evaluated in the screen. We here design organic structure directing agents (OSDAs) for four of the

zeolites with the best predicted separation performance, two that are ethylene selective and two that are

ethane selective. The designed OSDAs may enable the synthesis of these zeolites for more energy

efficient separation of ethylene and ethane.
Introduction

Separation of ethylene–ethane mixtures produced by cracking
of naphtha or ethane is an important industrial process.1 It is
most commonly performed by cryogenic distillation, which is
very energy-consuming.2 For instance, in the production of
ethylene by steam cracking of ethane, 80% of the energy budget
is consumed in the heat transfer and separation steps.3 There-
fore, alternative separation techniques are the subject of
intensive research. Zeolites are a class of inorganic nanoporous
materials that are widely used in separation by adsorption.4 As
of today, 248 zeolite frameworks differing in pore size and
geometry are known.5 This has motivated a number of
computational screening studies to identify zeolites that selec-
tively adsorb ethylene versus ethane or ethane versus ethylene.6,7

In the latter study, Shah et al. identied a number of promising
zeolite frameworks for ethylene–ethane separation using
a detailed molecular analysis.7 The zeolites identied are pre-
dicted to have a high selectivity and adsorption capacity in their
all-Si forms. All-Si zeolites are less polar than their Al-containing
forms and therefore generally exhibit a lower adsorption
enthalpy, which can provide a practical advantage by reducing
the regeneration energy needed in the desorption step of the
separation.
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Synthetic zeolites are typically synthesized by hydrothermal
reaction from a suitable Si source, oen in the presence of
organic structure determining agents (OSDAs).8,9 These OSDAs
promote the nucleation and growth of zeolites in the reaction
mixture, and their structure directing capacity towards a given
zeolite framework is correlated with the non-bonding interac-
tion between the OSDA and the zeolite.10,11 We have developed
a de novo design algorithm to computationally design OSDAs for
zeolites.12,13 We have successfully applied this algorithm to the
design and synthesis of novel OSDAs for several zeolite frame-
works that led to their subsequent zeolite synthesis.14–17 In the
present paper, we report our design efforts towards OSDAs for
templating all-Si zeolites with the DFT and ACO frameworks for
ethylene adsorption and the NAT and JRY frameworks for
ethane adsorption. These are the frameworks predicted to be
most efficient in the work of Shah et al.7
Methods

The de novo design program used to discover OSDAs was
a genetic algorithm (GA) that generates synthesis routes to
molecules that score well in a user-supplied scoring func-
tion.12,13,18 The molecule generation and the scoring function
were separate programs. The genetic algorithm started by
randomly generating a population of 100 synthesis routes. A
synthesis route consisted of one or several well documented
organic reaction steps that operated on a set of commercially
available building blocks. To limit the complexity of the
synthesis route, the number of synthesis steps was limited to
three for generation of the initial population, and to ve during
the evolution of the initial population. At present, a set of 100
organic chemistry reactions have been implemented into the de
novo design algorithm. However, a subset of only 61 reactions
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 20313–20321 | 20313
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Table 1 Scoring function, score types, and threshold values for the 2D
properties in the score vector

Property Type Thresholds

Rotatable bonds Threshold #5
Non-C, N, or H atoms Binary
Triply bonded C Binary
Distance between charge centers Threshold $3
Ratio of total N to charged N Threshold #2
C to charged N Bracketed 4–14
Stabilization energy in kJ per (mol Si) Minimize

Table 2 Angle and distance constraints used to verify zeolite–OSDA
complexes

Feature Threshold

Minimal Si–O distance 1.1 Å
Maximal Si–O distance 2.1 Å
Minimal O–Si–O angle 80�

Maximal O–Si–O angle 140�

Minimal Si–Si distance 2.5 Å
Minimal O–O distance 2.1 Å
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was used in the present study (vide infra). They are summarized
in Table SI 5.† The sets of available building blocks were orga-
nized as shelves. Four different shelves were used: a set of
69 524 reagents from the Aldrich Market-Select database19 with
up to ten heavy atoms (denoted as MS10), a set of 597 reagents
from the same database with up to ve heavy atoms (denoted as
MS5), a set of 10 180 reagents from the Sigma-Aldrich building
block database20 in which the number of rotatable bonds was no
larger than one (denoted as ntor_1), and a set of 6983 reagents
from the ChemSpace database21 with the restriction that each
reagent cost no more than 100 USD per gram (denoted as
CS100). For each synthesis route, the 2D structure of the
resulting reaction product was generated, and this was
submitted to the scoring function to obtain its 3D structure and
its score, or tness. This tness consisted of a vector of scores,
as explained below. The values in the score vector were used as
binary lters, thresholds, brackets, or values to be minimized.
Upon completion of the initial population of the GA, it was
divided into Pareto fronts: within each Pareto front, no
synthesis route scored better on one score without scoring
worse than a synthesis route within the same front. The pop-
ulation was sorted with the more favorable scoring Pareto fronts
ranked higher than the less favorable ones. The population was
then evolved using one of six genetic operators:

1. Add a reaction step to a synthesis route.
2. Delete a reaction step from a synthesis route.
3. Replace a reagent in a synthesis route by a randomly

selected other reagent.
4. Replace a reagent in a synthesis route by a similar selected

other reagent.
5. Combine two synthesis routes.
6. Generate a completely new synthesis route.
Operators one through four operated on a single parent

synthesis route. Operator ve operated on two parent synthesis
routes. The parent synthesis routes were selected from the
ranked population by tournament selection: two synthesis
routes were selected at random, and the higher ranked of the
two was retained. The reaction product of the newly generated
synthesis route was evaluated by the scoring function, and if its
score was better than the worst scoring synthesis route the latter
was replaced by it and the population was re-sorted in a Pareto
way. Within each Pareto front, the synthesis routes were ranked
by the order in which they were generated, with the newer
synthesis routes ranked higher than the older ones. The
evolution of the GA was continued until a total number of
100 000 synthesis routes had been generated and evaluated. At
no point in the GA was it necessary to synchronize the work
ow, and therefore it was efficiently run in parallel on a large
number of CPUs.

The tness of a synthesis route consisted of a vector of 2D
properties of the reaction product, and of the stabilization
energy of the product when tted into a target zeolite (Table 1).
The 2D properties were used as lters to penalize molecules that
would be unstable as OSDAs. Thus, the exibility of the mole-
cules was limited by constraining the number of rotatable
bonds. To make the compounds more resilient against the
reaction conditions in an eventual zeolite synthesis, no atoms
20314 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 20313–20321
other than C, N, and H, and no triply bonded carbons were
allowed. Additionally, the bond distance between two charge
centers in a molecule was required to be greater than two, and
the ratio of uncharged to charged N atoms was required to be
less than or equal to two. It has been observed that most
existing effective ODSAs contain a positively charged N atom,
with the ratio of C atoms to charged N atoms between 4 and
18.22 Therefore, this ratio was also included in the score vector.
The 2D properties were either used as binary scores, brackets, or
thresholds, as shown in Table 1. If the above listed 2D
constraints were met, a low energy conformation of the OSDAs
was generated.23 A number of OSDA copies were then tted into
the zeolite structure by a combination of a Fourier transform
method to determine the optimal translation and random
rotation to determine the optimal orientation.12 The zeolite
structures were obtained from the IZA database5 as cif les of
the all-silica structures. The zeolite stabilization energy of an
OSDA was determined by molecular dynamics simulation of the
zeolite–OSDA complex, the original zeolite structure, and the
original OSDA.12 The stabilization energy was divided by the
number of Si atoms in the zeolite.

The number of OSDAs to be tted into the zeolite was
determined by trial and error for each target zeolite. For some
zeolites, the unit cell was expanded along the c axis to better
accommodate putative OSDAs. It was noted that sometimes
aer the dynamics simulation, the resulting zeolite structures
were severely distorted. Therefore, the Si–O bond lengths and
O–Si–O angles were checked, as well as the non-bonded Si–Si or
O–O distances. Structures in which the Si–O bonds were 0.5 Å
off their value in the optimized IZA structure or in which the O–
Si–O bond angles where more than 30� off the tetrahedral angle
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Table 3 Summary of the three most successful design runs on the DFT zeolite, using a single copy of the OSDA. The columns contain an
identifier for the run, the number of MD calculations performed during the run, the number of generated OSDAs with a negative stabilization
energy, the number of generatedOSDAs with a stabilization energy within 2 kJ per (mol Si) from themost favorably scoring OSDA in that run, and
the name, stabilization energy, and 2D structure of the most favorably scoring OSDA

Run
Number of MD
calculations

Number <0
kJ per (mol Si)

Number within 2 kJ per
(mol Si) Best scoring

DFT 1a 11 229 919 5 Syn030205
�15.3 kJ per (mol Si)

DFT 1b 10 215 847 9 Syn101567
�14.4 kJ per (mol Si)

DFT 1c 10 985 951 16 Syn102867
�13.9 kJ per (mol Si)
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of 109� were rejected. Also, structures with Si–Si or O–O
distances shortened by more than 0.5 Å from their observed
minimal distances in the optimized IZA structures were dis-
carded. These thresholds values are summarized in Table 2.

To visualize sets of molecules generated by the de novo
design program in the chemical search space, principal coor-
dinate analysis (PCA)24 was applied to distance matrices ob-
tained from the 2-D similarities between molecules. These
distance matrices were derived from the Tanimoto similarity
coefficients between the molecules calculated from the MACCS
ngerprints using openbabel.25

Results

The results of the design efforts are summarized in Tables 3–6.
The columns display a reference number to discriminate
between different design runs, the number of MD runs, the
number of OSDAs with a negative stabilization energy, the
number of OSDAs with a stabilization energy within 2 kJ per
(mol Si) from the most favorably scoring OSDA in each run, and
the identier, stabilization energy, and 2D structure of the most
favorably scoring OSDA.

For DFT, no favorably scoring OSDAs were initially discov-
ered. Several design runs were undertaken, with different
numbers of OSDA copies, and three different reagent databases
(rows 4 through 9 in Table SI 1†). While the majority of known
OSDAs are charged, a signicant fraction are uncharged. Thus,
for DFT we decided to drop the requirement that the OSDAs
have a positive charge. This led to favorably scoring OSDAs with
stabilization energies below �15 kJ per (mol Si), as shown in
Table 3. We also performed two design runs with the smaller
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
CS100 reagent database, but this led to less favorably scoring
OSDAs (rows ten and eleven in Table SI 1†).

For ACO, initially two OSDA copies were tted into the
zeolite, resulting in stabilization energies no lower than �4.4 kJ
per (mol Si). Upon reducing the number of OSDA copies to one,
stabilization energies below�7 kJ per (mol Si) were obtained, as
shown in Table 4. The most favorably scoring OSDAs from
design runs ACO 1b and ACO 1c are identical.

For NAT, no favorably scoring charged ODSAs were found.
Runs with either one or two OSDA copies were unsuccessful,
with best scoring OSDAs having stabilization energies no lower
than �2.1 kJ per (mol Si) (rows 4 through 7 in Table SI 3†). The
NAT structure has an alternative origin in the high symmetry
setting. Starting with the P1 symmetry version of the structure
did not improve the results (rows 8 and 9 in Table SI 3†). As for
DFT, however, relaxing the requirement that the OSDAs be
charged led to stabilization energies below �5 kJ per (mol Si)
with a single OSDA copy tted into the zeolite (rows 10 through
12 in Table SI 3†). Increasing the number of OSDA copies to two
and four further improved this result (columns 13 through 15
and 1 through 3 in Tables SI 3,† and 5). The most favorably
scoring OSDAs from design runs NAT_1a and NAT_1c are
tautomers of the same molecules.

For JRY, three de novo design runs were performed with 2
OSDA copies. This resulted in best scoring molecules with
energies below�9 kJ per (mol Si), as shown in Table 6. Themost
favorably scoring OSDAs from design runs JRY 1a and JRY 1b
are identical.

Fig. 1 depicts the zeolite–OSDA complexes of the best scoring
OSDA for DFT, ACO, NAT, and JRY.
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 20313–20321 | 20315



Table 5 Summary of the threemost successful design runs on the NAT zeolite, using four copies of the OSDA. The columns contain an identifier
for the run, the number of MD calculations performed during the run, the number of generated OSDAs with a negative stabilization energy, the
number of generated OSDAs with a stabilization energy within 2 kJ per (mol Si) from the most favorably scoring OSDA in that run, and the name,
stabilization energy, and 2D structure of the most favorably scoring OSDA

Run
Number of MD
calculations

Number <0
kJ per (mol Si)

Number within 2 kJ per
(mol Si) Best scoring

NAT 1a 6185 782 10 Syn044841
�20.5 kJ per (mol Si)

NAT 1b 6152 808 6 Syn123042
�21.5 kJ per (mol Si)

NAT 1c 5990 813 9 Syn020634
�20.4 kJ per (mol Si)

Table 4 Summary of the three most successful design runs on the ACO zeolite, using a single copy of the OSDA. The columns contain an
identifier for the run, the number of MD calculations performed during the run, the number of generated OSDAs with a negative stabilization
energy, the number of generatedOSDAs with a stabilization energy within 2 kJ per (mol Si) from themost favorably scoring OSDA in that run, and
the name, stabilization energy, and 2D structure of the most favorably scoring OSDA

Run
Number of MD
calculations

Number <0
kJ per (mol Si)

Number within
2 kJ per (mol Si) Best scoring

ACO 1a 6963 128 2 Syn050674
�7.4 kJ per (mol Si)

ACO 1b 6858 137 1 Syn080488
�7.7 kJ per (mol Si)

ACO 1c 6755 146 2 Syn030403
�7.9 kJ per (mol Si)

20316 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 20313–20321 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Fig. 1 Zeolite–OSDA complexes of the most favorably scoring OSDAs in DFT (upper left), ACO (upper right), NAT (lower left), and JRY (lower right).

Table 6 Summary of the three most successful design runs on the JRY zeolite, using two copies of the OSDA. The columns contain an identifier
for the run, the number of MD calculations performed during the run, the number of generated OSDAs with a negative stabilization energy, the
number of generated OSDAs with a stabilization energy within 2 kJ per (mol Si) from the most favorably scoring OSDA in that run, and the name,
stabilization energy, and 2D structure of the most favorably scoring OSDA

Run
Number of MD
calculations

Number <0
kJ per (mol Si)

Number within 2 kJ per
(mol Si) Best scoring

JRY 1a 6964 830 33 Syn051111
�9.1 kJ per (mol Si)

JRY 1b 7001 927 28 Syn036105
�9.5 kJ per (mol Si)

JRY 1c 6522 887 34 Syn007049
�9.3 kJ per (mol Si)

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020 RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 20313–20321 | 20317
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Fig. 2 Histograms of the calculated stabilization energies found in the most favorably scoring runs in the four target zeolite frameworks. The
large normalized histograms show all unique molecules with a stabilization energy below 100 kJ per (mol Si). The insets show the stabilization
energies of the OSDAs with a stabilization energy within 2 kJ per (mol Si) from the best scoring OSDA in all runs for each zeolite.

Table 7 Overlap between different OSDAs designed for DFT. Only
molecules having a stabilization energy below 0 kJ per (mol Si) were
included in the overlap count

DFT 1a DFT 1b DFT 1c

DFT 1a 919 441 473
DFT 1b 847 464
DFT 1c 951

Table 8 Overlap between different OSDAs designed for ACO. Only
molecules having a stabilization energy below 0 kJ per (mol Si) were
included in the overlap count

ACO 1a ACO 1b ACO 1c

ACO 1a 128 54 70
ACO 1b 137 63
ACO 1c 146

Table 9 Overlap between different OSDAs designed for NAT. Only
molecules having a stabilization energy below 0 kJ per (mol Si) were
included in the overlap count

NAT 1a NAT 1b NAT 1c

NAT 1a 782 457 467
NAT 1b 808 474
NAT 1c 813

RSC Advances Paper
Fig. 2 shows the histograms of the three best design runs for
each framework. The large histograms are the normalized
histograms for all unique ODSAs scoring below 100 kJ per (mol
Si). The insets present the numbers of OSDAs having a score
within 2 kJ per (mol Si) of the best scoring molecule of all runs
in each zeolite.

It was found that in multiple design runs for the same target
zeolite, identical OSDAs were oen produced. This is illustrated
in Tables 7–10, where the sizes of the cross sections between
OSDAs scoring below 0 kJ per (mol Si) in the three most
20318 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 20313–20321 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 3 Principal coordinate plot for the 100 best scoring OSDAs
designed for DFT. The red, blue, and green data points correspond to
runs DFT 1a, DFT 1b, and DFT 1c, respectively. The fractions of variance
covered in the two principal coordinates are 0.26 and 0.18.

Fig. 4 Principal coordinate plot for the 100 best scoring OSDAs
designed for ACO. The red, blue, and green data points correspond to
runs ACO 1a, ACO 1b, and ACO 1c, respectively. The fractions of
variance covered in the two principal coordinates are 0.30 and 0.17.

Fig. 5 Principal coordinate plot for the 100 best scoring OSDAs
designed for NAT. The red, blue, and green data points correspond to
runs NAT 1a, NAT 1b, and NAT 1c, respectively. The fractions of vari-
ance covered in the two principal coordinates are 0.38 and 0.14.

Fig. 6 Principal coordinate plot for the 100 best scoring OSDAs
designed for JRY. The red, blue, and green data points correspond to
runs JRY 1a, JRY 1b, and JRY 1c, respectively. The fractions of variance
covered in the two principal coordinates are 0.35 and 0.13.

Table 10 Overlap between different OSDAs designed for JRY. Only
molecules having a stabilization energy below 0 kJ per (mol Si) were
included in the overlap count

JRY 1a JRY 1b JRY 1c

JRY 1a 830 475 465
JRY 1b 927 502
JRY 1c 887

Paper RSC Advances
productive design runs are listed. To visualize how the GA
searches chemical space, principal coordinate plots of the 100
best scoring molecules in the most productive runs are shown
in Fig. 3–6.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
Discussion

To our knowledge, none of the four zeolites targeted in this
study have been reported to be synthesized in an all-silica form,
and no OSDAs leading to these all-silica zeolites have been re-
ported. The DFT topology was rst discovered in a cobalt
phosphate zeolite with ethylenediamine as an OSDA.26 A low
silica Si/Al material was obtained but was unstable at ambient
temperature.27 The ACO topology was also discovered in a cobalt
phosphate zeolite.28 Interestingly, this topology has since been
observed in metal organic frameworks designed for CO2

storage.29 NAT is the framework of the naturally occurring
mineral natrolite, with formula Na2Al3Si3O10$2H2O.30 The JRY
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 20313–20321 | 20319
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framework was rst identied in a heteroatom-stabilized AlPO4

zeolite-analog material.31

The choice of all-silica target zeolites DFT and ACO for
selected ethylene adsorption, and NAT and JRY for selected
ethane adsorption, was based upon the work by Shah et al.7 In
that study, these frameworks scored best in an efficient high-
throughput screen using efficient simulation algorithms and
accurate molecular force elds. The performance measure of
the zeolites for ethane–ethylene separations was the product of
the loading of the strongest adsorbing species, Q, and the
logarithm of the selectivity towards this species, S. The latter is
dened as S¼ xi/(1� xi)/[yi/(1� yi)], where i is the more strongly
adsorbing species and x and y are the mole fractions in the
zeolite and gas phases, respectively. While the impact of the
presence of defects such as silanol or cation impurities is briey
mentioned in ref. 7, the screening was performed on the all-
silica materials and hence our OSDA design effort was also
directed toward the all-silica zeolites.

The predicted ethylene selectivity of DFT and ACO on one
hand, and the ethane selectivity of NAT and JRY on the other
hand, has no clear correlation to the structure of the OSDAs
designed for these frameworks. This can be rationalized by
observing that for effective adsorption, the adsorbents must
diffuse into the nanoporous material. An effective OSDA on the
other hand, acts as a template during zeolite nucleation and
must tightly t the zeolite nanopores; it is removed by calcina-
tion aer synthesis.

For the majority of known all-silica zeolites, there is a linear
relationship between framework density and calculated lattice
energy.32,33 This has led to the formulation of a feasibility factor, q,
dened as the distance of the data point corresponding to a given
zeolite framework from the line of best t in the energy–density
plot. It has been suggested that a value of q # 5 corresponds to
feasible zeolites. The values of q for the four zeolites studied here
are summarized in Table 11. It can be seen that all four frame-
works have a feasibility factor below the suggested threshold.

For DFT, initially no favorably scoring OSDAs were produced,
even when varying parameters such as number of OSDA copies,
size of the unit cell, and database of reagents supplied to the de
novo design algorithm (Table SI 1†). Only when dropping the
constraint that a charge center be present in the designed
molecules were favorably scoring OSDAs found. All these
zeolites separate ethylene and ethane. DFT, ACO, and NAT have
main channels that are formed by eight-rings. JRY has main
channels that are formed by oblique ten-rings. The size of the
maximum sphere than can pass through the structures ranges
from 3.65 to 4.4 Å. The size of the maximum sphere than can be
Table 11 Feasibility factors of the four target zeolite frameworks

Framework Feasibility factor, q

DFT 0.1
ACO 1.1
NAT 3.2
JRY 0.4

20320 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 20313–20321
included within the structures ranges from 4.52 to 5.1 Å. From
these criteria, it is not clear what distinguishes DFT and NAT
from ACO and JRY. Only full design runs revealed the require-
ment that OSDAs designed for the former be uncharged. For the
latter targets, charged OSDAs were found in the form of alky-
lated ve- or six-ring heterocycles. Apparently, the inclusion of
a methyl or larger group even into a ve-ring hetero cycle
produced molecules that are too large to be tted into the
channels and channel sections of DFT and NAT. Although the
introduction of charge centers in OSDAs increases solubility in
a zeolite synthesis medium, many examples exist of successful
uncharged OSDAs. Thus, the designed molecules may be
effective OSDAs.

Two design runs with a different, and smaller, reagent
database generated less favorably scoring OSDAs (rows ten and
eleven in Table SI 1†). Thus, limiting the number of available
reagents removed the potential for nding these higher scoring
OSDAs in the chemical search space. Increasing the number of
available reagents allows the de novo design algorithm to nd
more optimal solutions, using its ability to effectively explore
larger chemical search spaces.

OSDAs targeted towards ACO were found by tting a single
OSDA copy into the framework. As the lowest stabilization
energies were less favorable than for the DFT, NAT, and JFY
OSDAs, a larger number of design runs was carried out (Table SI
2†). Eventually, a molecule with a stabilization energy of�7.9 kJ
per (mol Si) was found, as shown in the ACO 1c entry in Table 3.
The same molecule was the most favorably scoring OSDA in run
ACO 1b, where the calculated stabilization energy was �7.7 kJ
per (mol Si). The discrepancy be these two numbers is due to the
stochastic nature of the MD procedure.

For NAT, as for DFT, the introduction of even small alkyl
groups to the generated molecules so as to produce a positive
charge center on the nitrogen atom precluded the design of
favorably scoring OSDAs. Relaxing the charge requirement
produced favorably scoring OSDAs. The NAT unit cell is charac-
terized by four channels, formed by rings of eight T centers, along
the 001 direction (Fig. 1, bottom le). Introducing one, two, and
four OSDA copies generated stabilization energies of approxi-
mately�5,�10 and�20 kJ per (mol Si) (Tables SI 3† and 5); thus,
the total stabilization energy grew linearly with the number of
OSDA copies until all four channels of NAT were occupied.

For JRY, two OSDA copies were tted into the zeolite
framework to obtain stabilization energies around �9.5 kJ per
(mol Si), as shown in the JRY 2b entry in Table 6. It may be noted
that the most favorably scoring OSDAs in design runs JRY 1a
and JRY 1b were identical, and very similar to the most favorably
scoring OSDA in design run JRY 1c.

Fig. 1 depicts the structures of the zeolite–OSDA complexes
of the best scoring OSDAs in each of the four target zeolites. The
largest channels of DFT, ACO, and NAT are composed of eight-
ring T-centers, while the main channel of JRY is composed of
ring of ten T-centers. It can be seen that the designed OSDAs
occupy all channels in the unit cell. In order to achieve this, for
DFT and ACO, a single OSDA copy was required, while for NAT
and JRY two and four OSDA copies were required, respectively.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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The histograms in Fig. 2 show that there is considerable
difference in the most favorable stabilization energies that have
been obtained for the different zeolite targets, and also in the
numbers of favorably scoring molecules that have been gener-
ated. The most favorably scoring OSDAs are found for the NAT
framework. The largest number of favorably scoring OSDAs
were found for JRY, with a total number of 56 molecules scoring
within 2 kJ per (mol Si) from the lowest stabilization energy of
�9.5 kJ per (mol Si) found.

Tables 7–10 show that there is considerable overlap between
repeated runs directed towards the same frameworks. Roughly
half of the molecules in any pair of runs for a given zeolite
overlapped. This is visualized in Fig. 3–6, were it can be seen
that different runs explore the chemical space in a largely
similar way.
Conclusion

We have designed OSDAs for four of the zeolites predicted to be
most promising for energy-efficient separation of ethylene from
ethane. For each zeolite, we designed multiple OSDAs to direct
their synthesis. For the ethylene-selective DFT, the OSDAs have
stabilization energies within 3 kJ per (mol Si) of the lowest re-
ported values to date for any zeolite. For the ethane-selective
NAT, the OSDAs have stabilization energies lower than any re-
ported values to date for any zeolite. These OSDAs may enable
the synthesis of zeolites that lead to the construction of more
energy-efficient ethylene–ethane separation processes.
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